
Amnon Wolman  Dangerous Bend [c74-003]

1. Dangerous Bend ... 12:49
2. No Stopping Any Time ... 13:49
3. Traffic Circles Ahead ... 16:15
4. Detour ... 15:42
5. Picnic Site ... 9:18
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Dangerous Bend features Anton Lukoszevieze
on cello

No Stopping Any Time features Michael Burritt
on marimba

Released October 15, 2001

Amnon Wolman is a composer and educator who divides his time between the United States
and his native Israel. His work combines an emphasis on the dramatic nature of sonic evolution
over extended time scales with a subtle and complex relationship with popular culture. This new
c74 release is the sixth major collection of his works, and his first recording for c74.

The titles provide a hint of what is to come. They’re the telegraphic vernacular of the highway
sign; things fleetingly glimpsed while in motion, now beheld as messages or exhortations from a
position of rest. The works show Wolman’s remarkable ability to rigorously orchestrate a
shimmering mass of sound and move it through space and time in ways which create new
artificial auditory landscapes whose primary quality is their naturalness. Two of these landscapes
include figures in the distance—performers integrated in fascinating ways into the sonic terrain.
While its lack of rhythmic landmarks cast this work outside the realm of dance music, its
simultaneously alluring yet alienating surface texture seems completely within the same “energy
space” as current popular genres. Amnon Wolman is a composer engaged with the world and
its politics whose work is nonetheless indulgent in its refinement.

MP3 samples for this release can be found here:
Dangerous Bend
http://www.synthesisters.com/downloads/mp3/wolman/dbend1.mp3
No Stopping Any Time
http://www.synthesisters.com/downloads/mp3/wolman/dbend2.mp3
Detour
http://www.synthesisters.com/downloads/mp3/wolman/dbend4.mp3

For more information on Amnon Wolman, visit his web site:
http://www.northwestern.edu/musicschool/programs/Composition/wolman/index.htm

c74 (http://www.cycling74.com/c74/) is a label devoted to works by artists the world over who
use Cycling ’74 software technology (Max/MSP, in this case) to make extraordinary music and
art. The label presents the full range of genres and contexts in which the community of
composers and performers who use Cycling ’74 software work—from traditional
electroacoustic music to electronica and beyond. c74 also features areas of activity not recorded
as such by other labels, such as live performances of interactive systems, less predictable works
by individual artists who are already well known, and hybrid releases which may include Cycling
’74 software examples in a data portion of the CD or on the c74 web site.

Cycling ’74 (http://www.cycling74.com), headquartered in San Francisco, CA, develops,
distributes and supports innovative software for composers, artists, and producers who dream of
life above and beyond traditional sequencing and media applications. Cycling ’74 products
include the Max graphical programming environment, MSP, the Pluggo collection of
MAX/MSP-based audio plug-ins, and the interactive algorithmic composition program M.


